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A colouring book designed for lovers of rabbits and hares, both pets and wild. This book contains

twenty original images of rabbits and hares in various styles and differing levels of intricacy, with two

copies of each image to make forty pages to colour.The images are printed on a single side of the

paper to help prevent bleed-through. We recommend putting a sheet of paper or card between

pages if using strong inks. The back of each page is marked with a cutting line to aid removal of

pictures.Other books in this series include:Doodle Artist ButterfliesDoodle Artist Simply

SnowflakesDoodle Artist Fanciful RatsDoodle Artist Peaceful PatternsDoodle Artist PetsDoodle

Artist Dogs
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This is a beautiful coloring book filled with designs of rabbits and hares. What is great is that the

artist has provided two each of every design. That way you can test your colors on one copy, color

the image twice, or simply share the second copy with a friend. The designs have plenty of

Ã¢Â€ÂœdoodlesÃ¢Â€Â• drawn into the images to make coloring these rabbits and hares a fun and

colorful experience. I love this style of drawing as it allows my imagination to take over and create

fun and colorful animals instead of simply realistic ones.All of the design stop well before the

binding. The designs are printed on one side of thin white non-perforated paper that is typical for

books published by CreateSpace. The binding is glued but there is plenty of room for you to cut a

page out if you choose to do so.All of my markers bleed through and my gel pens either bleed



through or leave a distinct shadow on the back of the page. My coloring pencils work well with the

paper. I will use a piece of chipboard or heavy paper behind the page I am working on so I don't ruin

the following page with leaking ink.While I could wish for thicker, perforated paper, it appears that

this is the quality that comes from CreateSpace (which is an  company.) What I really like about the

CreateSpace is it is a way that independent artists can get their work self-published. That way, I get

a huge choice of design styles albeit with not the best paper.

This is a wonderful colouring book for animal fans, especially those who love rabbits and hares. I

already have the Butterfly colouring book by the very talented Annette Rand and am so pleased

with this one. In a departure from the Butterfly one, this book has duplicate images to colour and is

not as samey. Each image is not just a single rabbit.So you get 20 original illustrations and another

20 duplications. 40 pictures for a reasonable price, how wonderful! The rabbits and hares are lovely

and you get a good variety of images, from single animals to mandalas and the rabbits/hares are in

a nice range of poses.One thing to note is that if you like lots of highly intricate designs then this

book may not be the best choice. I personally am quite happy to colour in not particularly intricate

illustrations, and there is a enough of a variety of simple to more intricate designs to keep me

happily occupied.It is relaxing, imaginative and very high on the cuteness factor!One thing that does

let the Doodle Artist range down a bit is the quality of the paper which is rather average. It is not

terrible but I always prefer nicer paper as it makes the colouring experience more enjoyable and I

end up a bit more satisfied with the results.However each image is on a single page so there is no

risk of ruining another image. I often switch between pencils and fineliner pens when colouring, with

some gel pens added into the mix too, and all work nicely in this book.Each page has a scissor line

too which is handy if you want to cut out your works of art ;)Overall I would recommend this to

anyone looking for lovely drawings to colour.

This coloring book has 40 pages but contains only 20 drawings. The designs repeat so you can try

different color schemes or share with a bunny-loving pal.I liked maybe 2/3 of the drawings, some of

them were just a little weird, IMHO. Other people may enjoy the weirdness.What I did like about the

drawings is the detail isn't so tiny that you have trouble coloring anything.You will want to put

cardboard or newspaper behind the page if using markers to color.I am paid by a survey company

with  gift cards, so I'm not out-of-pocket. This was an impulse purchase because I like

rabbits.Rabbits & Hares is suitable for ages 10 and up.



This is one of my favorite coloring books for adults. It has intricate but not intimidating designs within

the excellent drawings of rabbits. Each page is a joy to color! Rabbits are one of my favorite

subjects to color so I was tickled with the beauty and sophistication of this well developed and

designed book. This would make the perfect gift for any lover of bunnies who also enjoys coloring. It

is well worth your money and your time. Two thumbs up!!

This is such a pretty book. I bought it for a pregnant granddaughter-in-law who raises therapy

rabbits...to give her something to do while she waits. She loves it.

Very usual coloring book. If you are looking for something enjoyable however a little different I would

recommend this book. It is more targeted to a someone who has a lot of patience as the areas are

small. After saying this, the results are beautiful!

When I bough this, I wasn't aware that this was two copies of each image, so I was a little

disappointed at first, then I realized that now I would have the opportunity to do each image two

different ways or share with a friend! Nice quality paper, but they don't tear out very easily despite

appearing to be scored for it.

This book is exactly what I was looking for! I love rabbits so this quality coloring book fit the bill!

What is also nice is that there are two of every picture so you can go a little wild!
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